ART. 11]
EQUATIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM.
267
The Bending of Rods.
10. To form the equations of equilibrium of a thin inextensMe rod bent in one plane.
First Method. In this method we consider the conditions of equilibrium of a finite portion of the rod or wire. The method has been used in Vol. I. Arts. 142—147 to determine the stress at any point of a rod naturally straight and slightly bent by the action of given forces, and the same reasoning may be applied to rods whose natural forms are curved.
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Let P be any section of a thin rod APB regarded as a curved line. Let T and U be the resolved parts of the stress force along the tangent and normal at P, and let L be the stress couple. These represent the mutual action of the two parts AP, PB of the rod on each other. These stresses are then obtained by considering the conditions of equilibrium of the portions AP, PB separately. Let Flt F2 &c. be forces acting at the points D19 Z)2 &c. of the portion PB in directions making angles S15 S2 &c. with the tangent at P. Taking any directions along the tangent and normal at P as positive, let T and ?7act on the portion PB in these directions; we then have by resolution
8 = 0.
In the same way if pl9 p2 &c. be the perpendiculars from P on the lines of action of the forces, we have by moments L -f %Fp = 0. These three equations determine T, U and L when the form of the curve is known.
11. Second Method. In this method we form the equations of equilibrium of an elementary portion of the rod or wire.
Let PQ be any element of the rod and let the arc s be measured from some fixed point D on the rod up to P in the direction AB, so that s = DP. Let the stress forces of AP on PB be represented
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